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What are the prospects for meaningful reform of U.S. health care? To answer this 
question requires understanding why previous reform efforts (and in particular the 
1993 Clinton health plan) failed—the combination of deep structural biases 
against large-scale public provision and the inherited constraints posed by the 
rise of employment-based insurance. Generally, the context is more favorable 
today than it was fifteen years ago. But the prospects for change hinge on learning 
the right lesson of history: Politics comes first. Putting politics first means avoid-
ing the overarching mistake of the Clinton reformers: envisioning a grand policy 

compromise rather than hammering out a real political compromise. It also means 
addressing the inevitable fears of those who believe they are well protected by our 
eroding employment-based framework. And it means premising political strategies 
on the contemporary realities of hyperpolarized politics, rather than wistfully 
recalled images of the bipartisan politics of old.
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Americans have been fighting over health care for a very long time. With 
pendulum-like regularity, the battle has flared up roughly fifteen years after it 
last flamed out. Reform efforts came to a halt in 1920, 1935, 1950, 1965 (when 
Medicare and Medicaid were enacted), 1980, and, of course, upon the crashing 
failure of the Clinton health plan in 1994.

Each time, well-intentioned reformers brimming with statistics and policy 
ideas have argued that change must finally come. And each time reformers have 
run headlong into a wall of ideologically charged opposition that has thrown 
exorbitant resources and energy into convincing Americans and their leaders 
that they will be made worse off by change. Although the predictions have not 
always been as dire as Ronald Reagan’s grim forecast in 1965 that Medicare 
would usher in “federal programs that will invade every area of freedom as we 
have known it in this country,” they have always involved the frightening claim 
that government involvement will lower the quality and raise the costs of medi-
cal care, threatening the wellness and financial security of those who are already 
insured.1 In a political culture skeptical of egalitarian government efforts and a 
political framework designed to make major policy transformation difficult, 
reform efforts have again and again collapsed under the weight of public con-
cerns and interest-group opposition, leaving reformers short of their ultimate 
goal of universal health security.

So here we are (at the writing of this article), back on schedule to have a 
major national debate about health care. In the race to launch the post–George 
W. Bush era, the Democratic nominee, Barack Obama—whose optimistic cam-
paign slogan, “Yes We Can,” provides the querulous title for this essay—has 
said he will pursue health care for all within the first hundred days of his admin-
istration. The Republican nominee, John McCain, has vowed a very different 
but no less path-breaking approach: transforming the tax code to encourage 
movement from employment-based health insurance to individually purchased 
private coverage—a movement welcomed by many Republicans in Congress 
but sure to be fiercely resisted by the Democratic majority. Whatever the out-
come of the presidential election (less than two months away at the time of this 
writing), the struggle for health security is certain to return to the center of dis-
cussion. But if Obama inherits the mantle of presidential leadership, we are set 
to embark on the seventh great debate over the future of American health care.

This raises the obvious question: Should we expect anything to be different 
this time? Is the present moment sufficiently more auspicious than when our 
leaders last waged battle on this issue? Has the lineup of contenders or the expe-
riences or views of the public changed in fundamental ways? And what are the 
lessons those leaders should take from the past about the most feasible route to 
change today—particularly from the high-profile failure of the Clinton health 
plan in the early 1990s?

Much of the analysis of health policy in the United States has been domi-
nated by economists, whose methodological tools equip them well to examine 
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economic effects and incentives. But economists have no special disciplinary 
claim when it comes to political analysis and forecasting—the traditional domain 
of political scientists. For a variety of reasons, however, discussions of the 
elusive concept of “political feasibility” are today mostly dominated by those 
trained in economics. (One of these reasons is that surprisingly few political 
scientists actually study the political formation and effects of public policy.2) In 
what follows, therefore, I bring the insights of political science to bear on the 
question of whether and under what circumstances major reform of American 
health care might occur in the relatively near future.

This investigation demonstrates that some of the key barriers to change in the 
past have actually weakened: a business community willing to throw in its lot with 
private bargaining and benefits, whatever the cost; a labor movement torn by its 
continuing faith in union-negotiated welfare capitalism; and, above all, a robust 
public confidence that private health insurance will inevitably expand. Alongside 
these long-term developments, moreover, new strategic thinking is taking place 
among reformers about how, in light of recent defeats, their long-deferred goal 
might yet be achieved. Central to this thinking is a recognition that the biggest 
political challenge is how to deal with America’s eroding yet entrenched employ-
ment-based framework of insurance in a way that is sensitive to the easily ignited 
fears of well-insured workers that they will be asked to pay more for less.

And yet, the long arc of America’s reform struggle also reveals newly potent 
barriers, barriers that guarantee the fight will be bitter, the stakes epic, and the 
outcome deeply uncertain. The most dramatic of these obstacles, the hyperpo-
larization of American politics and the erosion of public faith in politics and 
government, suggest that constructively channeling the debate over health 
reform into concrete achievements will be one of the greatest tests our demo-
cratic process has faced—and one it may not pass.

EXPLAINING THE DISTINCTIVENESS OF U.S. HEALTH POLICY

To start our exploration, it is worth asking a deceptively simple question: 
Why is the United States the only rich democracy without guaranteed health 
coverage for all (or virtually all)? Although the health policies found in other 
affluent nations are often bafflingly complex and diverse, this complexity and 
diversity mask substantial similarity across rich democracies’ health programs, 
virtually all of which share two bedrock characteristics: They cover all citizens, 
and they employ measures to contain costs at a high level of aggregation.3 
Against this “international standard” (as Joseph White nicely calls it), only the 
United States looks like a conspicuous outlier, its public programs covering less 
than half the population, its overall spending largely unconstrained.4

As Table 1 shows, America’s distinctive position cannot easily be chalked up 
to the penuriousness of its government. Yes, public health insurance in the United 
States covers just over 27 percent of Americans, whereas virtually all other rich 
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nations cover their entire citizenry (column 1). But because American medical 
costs are so much higher than health costs in other nations (column 2), total U.S. 
public spending on health care per capita (including tax breaks for coverage and 
coverage for public employees) is actually the highest in the world (column 3). 
As the fourth column of the table shows, moreover, U.S. health spending (both 
public and private) is also growing much more quickly. What is distinctive, how-
ever, is that a very large share of the United States’ very high spending is financed 
by voluntary private health insurance, sponsored by employers and heavily (and 
regressively) subsidized by the federal government through the tax code. (In 
2004, the cost of exempting health benefits from taxation in terms of forgone tax 
revenues was $188.5 billion, with nearly 27 percent of this benefit going to the 
16 percent of the population with annual family incomes in excess of $100,000.) 
This point holds more generally: Private employment-based benefits (mainly 
health insurance and retirement pensions) play a much larger role in the United 
States than other rich nations—so much more so that, as the final column of 
Table 1 shows, accounting for these private benefits raises U.S. spending on 
health and economic security as a share of the economy to something close to the 
average for advanced industrial democracies.

Nor is it simply the case that proposals for universal health care never made 
it to the top of the agenda of American politics. On the contrary: Presidents 
Truman, Nixon, Carter, and, of course, Clinton all made high-profile pushes for 
national reform. In each case, however, universal insurance for working-age 
Americans failed to win out. Why?

The beginning of an answer is the observation that political parties have his-
torically differed on the proper role of government in medical care. In cross-na-
tional research, a well-supported finding is that rule by parties of the left, 
particularly during the formative years of welfare state development, is associated 
with more expansive and generous social programs.5 The United States, of course, 
has one of the weakest traditions of socialism and social democracy of any rich 
democracy. Unions in the United States have relatively limited scope (and much 
reduced scope today, when they represent less than 12.5 percent of all workers, 
and just over 8 percent of private-sector workers). Moreover, true parties of the 
left have never been able to gain a foothold in America’s strong two-party struc-
ture, both because of the weakness of organized labor and the difficulties that third 
parties face in America’s winner-take-all electoral system.

Leftist rule is certainly not a necessary condition for universal health care, as 
it has been adopted under governments of varying partisan stripes. But it does 
appear strongly associated with the establishment of comprehensive “national 
health services”—programs in which hospitals are owned by government and 
doctors receive a government salary. More generally, extended governance by 
socialist and social democratic parties is associated with a diminished role for 
private insurance and direct consumer payments, which the left has long viewed 
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as inegalitarian.6 Again, the United States stands out even among other English-
speaking nations as distinctively hostile territory for left parties, and as the 
affluent nation most reliant on private insurance and out-of-pocket spending.

In all nations, however, the scope for political leaders to achieve their favored 
goals is heavily constrained by the structure of political institutions, particularly 
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Table 1
American Health Care and Social Policy in Cross-National Relief

     Public and  
    Annual  Private  
 Share of  Total Government  Medical  Spending on 
 Population Government  Health  Inflation in   Health and  
 Covered by  and Private Spending Excess of  Economic  
 Government  Health  per Capita, Population  Security  
 Health  Spending Including Growth  after Taxes  
 Programs  per Capita  Tax Breaks and Aging, as a Share of 
Country (2004) (2004) (1998/99) 1985-2002  GDP, 2001

Australia 100% $3,120 $1,300 0.88% 24.0%
Austria 98% $3,124  0.65% 24.8%
Belgium 99% $3,044  1.1% 26.3%
Canada 100% $3,165 $1,500 0.43% 23.3%
Denmark 100% $2,881  –0.10% 26.4%
Finland 100% $2,235  –0.43% 22.6%
France 99.9% $3,159 $1,400 0.61% 31.2%
Germany 89.8% $3,043 $1,600 0.76% 30.8%
Greece 100% $2,162  1.31%
Iceland 100% $3,331  1.52% 21.7%
Ireland 100% $2,596  –0.65% 13.9%
Italy 100% $2,467 $1,150  25.3%
Japan 100% $2,249 $1,200 –0.03% 22.1%
Netherlands 62.5% $3,041  0.88% 25.0%
New Zealand 100% $2,083   18.2%
Norway 100% $3,966  1.50% 23.6%
Spain   $2,094  1.25% 18.9%
Sweden 100% $2,825 $1,300 0.19% 30.6%
Switzerland 100% $4,077 $2,100 1.88%
United Kingdom 100% $2,508 $1,100 1.43% 27.1%
Non-U.S. average 97.3% $2,859 $1,405 0.73% 24.2%
United States 27.3% $6,102 $2,500 2% 24.5%

Source: OECD Health Data 2007, “Share of Population Eligible for a Defined Set of Health Care 
Goods and Services under Public Programmes” (Paris: OECD, 2008); Gerard F. Anderson, Bianca 
K. Frogner, and Uwe E. Reinhardt, “Health Spending in OECD Countries in 2004: An Update,” 
Health Affairs 26, no. 5 (September/October 2007): 1481–89; Steffie Woolhandler and David U. 
Himmelstein, “Paying for National Health Insurance—And Not Getting It,” Health Affairs 21, no. 
4 (July/August 2002): 88–98; Chapin White, “Health Care Spending Growth: How Different Is the 
United States from the Rest of the OECD?” Health Affairs 26, no. 1 (January/February 2007): 
154–61; Willem Adema and Maxime Ladaique, “Net Social Expenditure, 2005” (OECD Social, 
Employment, and Migration Working Paper No. 29, Paris, 2005), http://www.oecd.org/ 
dataoecd/56/2/35632106.pdf.
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the opportunities for blocking activity that institutions create for powerful oppo-
nents of national health programs, such as the medical profession. As Ellen 
Immergut has convincingly argued, opponents of large-scale government entry 
into the health field have generally been advantaged when a polity has a large 
number of “veto points,” such as federalism and a separation of powers between 
the executive and legislature.7 This no doubt helps explain why no nation with 
federalism (partially autonomous subnational governments, like the American 
states or Canadian provinces) has adopted a national health service; why across 
nations, the share of medical spending financed by government is strongly cor-
related with the number of institutional veto points; and why Switzerland, with 
its strong federalism and tradition of the use of popular referenda by organized 
groups, has historically been characterized by the most anemic government role 
in health policy of all European nations, moving only recently to ensure univer-
sal insurance through mandatory private coverage. It is also consistent with the 
fact that the United States—which, with its separation of legislative and execu-
tive powers and federalist structure, has the most veto-point-ridden polity of any 
rich democracy—remains the only advanced industrial state that does not have 
a broad framework of public coverage or cost containment and which relies 
principally on voluntary employment-based coverage.8

Still, with the exception of the United States, all advanced industrial democ-
racies have adopted some version of the international standard. This suggests 
that institutional barriers are better at slowing than halting government’s entry 
into the medical field. The timing and sequence of policy interventions, how-
ever, may be highly consequential for the form that national health policies 
ultimately take. Most countries began to intrude into the doctor–patient relation-
ship by subsidizing nongovernmental insurers, rather than financing services. 
These policies created important vested interests in a pluralist financing struc-
ture and reinforced doctors’ preferences for fee-for-service payment. How 
extensive and long-lived these arrangements were thus had crucial effects on the 
types of systems countries ended up with.9 Countries in which authoritative 
government action to consolidate or supplant nongovernmental insurance took 
longer to achieve generally ended up with more decentralized and costly health 
financing systems in which private insurance and finance played a more pivotal 
role—in part because delay allowed the formation and enrichment of a formida-
ble collection of private stakeholders, and in part because sophisticated private 
care represents such a massive burden for government budgets to assume.

This is a paradigm example of what social scientists call path dependence, 
temporal processes in which early choices create self-reinforcing effects that are 
inherently difficult to reverse.10 The United States, again, represents an extreme 
case: Private insurance has, in effect, come to play the role that public programs 
do elsewhere, and this role has proved as difficult to dislodge as the public founda-
tions of mature welfare states.11 At the most basic level, the answer to the question 
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of why the United States lacks national health insurance is that Americans have 
come to rely on predominantly private sources of health security. To be sure, pri-
vate coverage is contracting, and many who have private coverage are insuffi-
ciently protected against ruinous financial losses. It remains the case, however, 
that private insurance reaches just over three in five nonelderly Americans. And 
this means, in turn, that proposals for public coverage face singular hurdles—not 
just the opposition of a huge and resourceful private medical sector, but also the 
fears of privately insured Americans about threats to existing protections.

Roots of American Exceptionalism

Now deeply embedded, America’s unique reliance on the private sector for 
health security was hardly foreordained. It emerged from political conflicts in 
which outcomes could have been different. Nor was it guaranteed by the early 
defeat of public coverage. Endemically prone to failure, the private insurance 
market had to be actively constructed by private leadership and public policy, 
which came together at critical junctures in the early to mid-twentieth century 
to bolster private institutions as a bulwark against state intervention.

The crucial interlude was the 1940s through the late 1950s—often seen as 
merely the calm eddy between the two “big bangs” of American welfare-state 
building: the New Deal and Great Society. The standard narrative about this 
period highlights the blocking role played by Southern Democrats, who domi-
nated leadership positions in Congress thanks to the lack of effective partisan 
competition in the South. To limit the reach of the federal government into local 
arrangements of racial hierarchy and exclusion, many Southern Democrats 
aligned with Republicans against new social policy initiatives, including 
national health insurance. Yet important policy departures took place despite the 
stalemate over national reform, and the success of opponents of national health 
insurance rested critically on promoting a credible private alternative, frequently 
with extensive government assistance.

During the debate over national health insurance in the late 1940s, for example, 
the American Medical Association (AMA) made voluntary health insurance the 
foundation of its bitter assault. Emphasizing that “you can’t beat something with 
nothing,” the AMA’s public relations guru declared, “We want everybody in the 
health insurance field selling insurance as he never sold it before. If we can get ten 
million more people insured in the next year and ten million more in the next year, 
the threat of socialized medicine in this country will be over.”12

Although the AMA was the most prominent group touting the virtues of 
private insurance, it was hardly alone. Commercial insurers were also on board, 
of course, and so too was corporate America. Large employers backed private 
benefits as a means of buying worker goodwill, placating (or heading off) 
unions, and undercutting Democratic efforts to enact national health insurance. 
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In 1949, Life magazine wryly described workplace fringe benefits as “ransom 
devices to buy off the Welfare State”—a ransom that would become more and 
more dear as coverage spread and health care costs rose.

Indeed, once the floodgates of private provision opened, even organized 
labor joined the bandwagon. When, for example, the Eisenhower administration 
announced it was reviewing the tax treatment of health insurance in 1954, the 
Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) submitted a confidential memo on 
behalf of “five million wage earners” in support of the tax exemption of insur-
ance.13 Though the CIO noted the huge new levies on workers with private 
insurance that would result if health benefits were taxed, its main warning con-
cerned “the harmful effect which a reversal of the present tax ruling would have 
on the growth of voluntary hospitalization and medical plans.”14 The same CIO 
that had stated in 1949 that “the voluntary groups are limited by their very 
nature from providing comprehensive care to everyone” now criticized any 
action that would “adversely affect the continued growth of voluntary prepay-
ment plans . . . as a mechanism for providing comprehensive health services 
to the American people.”15

The spread of private benefits into the workforce had two far-reaching 
political effects. The first was to displace the battle for national health insurance 
into the areas where private benefits remained rare: namely, among the aged and 
the very poor. In this light, Medicare and Medicaid—far from the precedents for 
universal coverage—were gap-filling measures that lessened pressure for 
national insurance by dealing with the groups most conspicuously left out of the 
private system.

This brings us to the second effect of the ascendance of private coverage: to 
create powerful, enduring hurdles to an expanded public role. Americans came 
to depend on the private system, and powerful vested interest arose within and 
around it. Major legislative changes to that system, even changes that would 
make Americans as a whole better off, increasingly ran headlong into the spe-
cific dislocations that reforms threatened. Just as with well-entrenched public 
programs like Medicare and Social Security, radically transforming established 
networks of private social provision is a political fool’s errand. In this broader 
historical view, the failure of the Clinton health plan in the early 1990s was as 
much a reflection of the inherited barriers created by past policy battles as it was 
of the distinctive character of U.S. politics in fin de siècle America.

The Rise and Demise of the Clinton Health Plan

Without too much simplification, American health care debates can be 
divided into two broad eras: the era of expansion, in which private and public 
coverage extended to reach ever more Americans, and the era of contraction, 
dating roughly to the late 1970s, when coverage began its contemporary slide.
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The debate over the Clinton health plan was the first to take place in this 
second era, and to the many who engaged in it, the urgency of the discussion 
was a direct reflection of worsening conditions on the ground. Surely, now 
that coverage was eroding, the United States would finally wake from its slum-
ber and end its singular status as the only rich democracy reliant on voluntary, 
employer-provided health insurance to cover (or not, as the case often was) all 
but the poorest of its working-age citizens.

It did not work out that way, of course. The Health Security Act—1,342 
pages long and based on an intricately complicated theory known as “managed 
competition within a budget”—was dead on arrival. But it succumbed not to 
some inexorable law of politics that makes any government attempt to deal with 
the problems in health insurance an impossible sell. Rather, it was an already-
crippled creature dropped into the den of wolves that America’s ultraexpensive 
medical complex had spawned.

First were the self-inflicted wounds. Rather than press for quick action based 
on broad principles, Clinton’s policy team constructed a grandiose process for 
developing an ideal plan that could bridge all the major ideological and political 
divides. Rather than build on existing programs, insiders in the process deni-
grated them as flawed and insufficient. One memo on Medicare by a top archi-
tect of the Clinton plan declared, for example, that “Medicare’s entire history 
should be a lesson on how not to structure a national health program,” ignoring 
that Medicare was the only national program the United States had and one that 
was overwhelmingly popular.16

At the root of the problem was the elevation of policy analysis over political 
analysis, a persistent problem for progressive reformers but one abetted in 
recent decades by the rise of a much more sophisticated science of policy devel-
opment. As anyone who attempts to follow health policy discussions knows, 
health reform has become an arcane arena of dueling statistics and approaches. 
And as anyone who attempted to follow them in the early 1990s will recall, the 
Clinton plan was formulated in this hothouse of competing reform “models.”17 
Even the unwieldy moniker of Clinton’s hybrid approach, “managed competi-
tion within a budget,” belied the plan’s aspiration to bridge the elite divide by 
synthesizing articulated reform visions (private plan competition, public insur-
ance with a cap on spending) embodying sharply contrasting assumptions but 
sharing the same commitment to technically minded policy analysis.

All this may seem to make too much of elite discourse. But consider the 
Clinton administration’s missteps in light of the policy-analytic mindset. In the 
craft of policy design, the plan was a tour de force, envisioning the comprehen-
sive remaking of America’s medical-industrial complex. Existing employment-
based health plans? Inadequate and destructive of the delicate incentives the 
plan envisioned. The answer: Let only the largest corporations run their own 
plans under strict rules, a choice that leading employer representatives decried 
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as “movement toward a government financed and controlled system.”18 No plat-
form for properly incentivized consumer choice? Build it, in the form of so-called 
Health Alliances, a new nation-spanning administrative infrastructure, and the 
plans will come. And the plans? HMOs and other tightly managed products 
were the wave of the future, so make these the centerpiece, regardless of the 
fears they might provoke. The architect of Medicare, Wilbur Cohen, liked to say 
that social reform was 1 percent inspiration and 99 percent implementation. The 
Clinton plan was 99 percent inspiration.

The problem was not that the Clinton reformers did not have a strategy to 
enact their proposal. The problem was that the strategy was their proposal. As a 
task force memo by Walter Zelman, a central formulator of the plan, put it in 
March 1993, “We have found a unique blend of approaches that is better than 
competing models. . . . It is not a low-level compromise, a product of political 
give and take, but a genuinely higher synthesis. . . . We have something . . . 
we can really be proud of—a true political breakthrough, and [a] new possibility 
of achieving the kind of consensus we’ve never gotten to before.”19 The proposal 
was the political breakthrough.

It was but a short distance from there to the denigration of existing institu-
tions as flawed and inefficient means of achieving “a genuinely higher synthe-
sis,” no matter their familiarity or entrenchment. And it was but a short distance 
from there to the conceit that coalition building was mostly a matter of policy 
fine-tuning, of brokering political deals ex ante via the fine points of policy 
blueprints. But it was a very long distance from there to a proposal that could 
address public concerns about declining coverage and rising costs without stok-
ing fear or confusion. Premised on resolving elite-level disagreement, the struc-
tural details of the proposal were not just incomprehensible to most Americans 
but frankly threatening, envisioning the near-total eclipse of employment-based 
insurance and the massive expansion of tightly managed plans. The resulting 
scheme was so complicated, so intricate, so unwieldy it could be portrayed as 
anything opponents wanted, and fearsome caricatures of liberty-robbing, big-
government monstrosities were soon unleashed—caricatures that could scarcely 
be dispelled with vague mantras of “choice,” “security,” “simplicity,” and “sav-
ings.” Not surprisingly, public support for the plan plummeted after Clinton’s 
stirring September 1993 speech describing the proposal.

Hobbled, the plan was then crushed under the weight of interest-group and 
conservative resistance. It had tried to appease all the major groups. The prob-
lem was that all these groups still had plenty of incentive to fight, and plenty of 
money and other resources to wage that fight. No other nation has tried to 
transform a medical-industrial complex as large or as a costly as the American 
system, or to do so as thoroughly. Once the battle heated up, even ordinary 
Americans sympathetic to the cause grew wary, fearful they would lose their 
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own benefits without something better in return. Born in a policy hothouse, the 
plan wilted in the cold winds of politics: friendless, misunderstood, and shunned 
by the very middle-class Americans whose plight had prompted the effort.

IS A DIFFERENT PATH NOW POSSIBLE?

Should we expect a different response this time around? There is no question 
that health security has eroded since the Clinton health plan’s defeat. Rampant 
uninsurance and underinsurance, runaway medical debt, crippling benefit 
costs—all these problems have grown more prevalent and troubling, and all of 
them increasingly affect the politically crucial middle class. The ranks of the 
uninsured have grown substantially since the early 1990s—among the middle 
class as well as lower-income groups (even though the poorest of Americans 
have been cushioned by the major expansion of public coverage for low-income 
groups). Medical bankruptcy is also a major, troubling, and almost certainly 
growing problem—one that affects those who have health coverage as well as 
those without it.

Indeed, if the overriding problem of the 1990s was lack of health insur-
ance—a problem that has, of course, worsened—the looming problem of this 
decade may well be “underinsurance,” the lack of adequate health insurance. In 
the twelve months prior to May 2007, according to a survey by Consumer 
Reports, around three in ten nonelderly adults who had health insurance lacked 
adequate coverage.20 Nearly six in ten of the underinsured postponed needed 
medical care because of the cost, nearly four in ten had to put off home or car 
maintenance or repairs due to medical expenses, a third had to dig deep into 
their savings to pay for medical care, and more than one in five made job-related 
decisions based mainly on their health care needs. Strikingly, the median family 
income of the underinsured is $58,000—almost exactly the same as the median 
income of those with adequate coverage. The underinsured are just as likely to be 
white as the well insured, nearly as well educated, and just as likely to work 
full-time and in large or medium-sized companies. The only consistent way in 
which they differ from those who are better protected is that they are at grave, and 
growing, economic risk.

The main reason for these worrisome trends is simple: As medical costs and 
health premiums continue to skyrocket, traditional employment-based coverage 
is declining. Some surveys suggest its reach has plummeted by as much as nine 
percentage points between 2000 and 2005, while others indicate a steadier and 
somewhat smaller drop.21 What is not in dispute is that Americans are ever less 
likely to be covered by their employers, and that employers are asking workers 
to pay a larger share of the cost of their coverage and care. With health premi-
ums growing by roughly 50 percent in inflation-adjusted terms between 2000 
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and 2006, over a period in which median family income actually declined, it is 
little surprise that health care costs and coverage have risen in prominence as 
stated concerns of Americans in opinion surveys.22

What the failure of the Clinton health plan vividly demonstrates, however, is 
that most Americans—even the underinsured and soon-to-be-uninsured, the 
potentially uninsurable and the one-illness-from-bankrupt—can be scared into 
fearing that changing America’s inadequate public-private patchwork means 
higher costs and lower quality. This is the legacy of an insurance structure that 
lulls many into believing they are secure when they are not, that hides vast costs 
in quiet deductions from workers’ pay, that leaves government paying the tab for 
the most vulnerable and the least well, and that so fragments the purchase of 
care that no one can bargain for lower prices or judge the value of what is being 
bought. Call it the catch-22 of health reform: It is the very failings of our insur-
ance system that make dealing with those failings so devilishly hard.

Historically, advocates of reform have looked at this challenge through a 
rationalist lens, assuming that the basic problem is showing Americans that their 
fears of higher costs and lower quality are ungrounded. The evidence for such a 
demonstration is certainly easy to come by. With regard to costs, the United States 
not only spends much more than any other nation (either per capita or as a share 
of the economy), but has also seen its spending grow much more quickly than the 
norm for other rich democracies since the mid-1980s (refer back to Table 1). And 
one does not need to look abroad to see the cost-control advantages of public 
insurance: Since the introduction of cost controls in the 1980s, Medicare’s expen-
ditures have grown substantially slower than private insurance spending.23

If the assertion that greater government involvement inevitably drives up 
costs crumbles in the face of the cross-national and historical evidence, more 
plausible is the common claim that America’s high level of spending guarantees 
much better care than seen abroad—care that would be made dramatically 
worse, or so the argument continues, by increased government involvement. But 
the growing body of research on health quality and outcomes has not been par-
ticularly kind to this claim either. 

For starters, the dramatically lower spending seen abroad does not seem to 
be due mainly to “rationing.” Waiting lists do crop up in other rich nations, but 
even countries without waiting lists spend much less than we do. The United 
States has fewer doctors, hospital beds, and nurses per person than the norm, 
and Americans (while less healthy overall) visit doctors and hospitals less often 
and have shorter hospital stays. Even the prevalence of high-tech equipment like 
MRIs does not look exceptionally high. And the United States lags far behind 
other rich nations in the use of information technology to improve quality.

Instead, the main reason for the United States’ higher spending appears to be 
the high prices charged for our medical goods and services—the same medical 
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goods and services that are delivered abroad. Add to this big price disparity the 
very high administrative costs of our fragmented system, and it becomes easier to 
understand how the United States can spend so much more with so little evidence 
of superior care.24 In 2007, a team at the business consulting firm McKinsey & 
Company underook a comprehensive cross-national analysis of U.S. health 
spending. Their conclusion was that the United States spent almost a third more 
than would be expected based simply on the nation’s per capita income—roughly 
$500 billion in extra spending a year—and that the modestly poorer health of 
Americans could not explain much of the difference. The principal reasons for the 
discrepancy, they concludeed, were higher input costs, especially higher drug 
costs; higher profits and taxes due to the heavy reliance on for-profit providers and 
insurers; and higher administrative costs. “Despite higher costs,” the McKinsey 
team concluded, “the United States does not deliver objectively better quality and 
access for U.S. citizens as a whole relative to peer countries.”25

Indeed, on some measures our care looks surprisingly substandard. For 
example, a recent six-country study concludes that “the U.S. scores particularly 
poorly on its ability to promote healthy lives, and on the provision of care that 
is safe and coordinated.”26 Meanwhile, analyses of “amenable mortality”—
deaths that could have been prevented with timely care—find that the United 
States has the highest rate of preventable death before age seventy-five among 
rich nations, and that it is falling farther and farther behind.27 To be sure, the 
United States performs well in some areas of high-tech care, as well as some 
areas of preventive screening; but given how much the United States spends, it 
is striking how poor American care often is.

Findings like these, published in highly respected journals of health care, 
provide firm grounding for believing that expanding health coverage through an 
increased government role is likely to reduce, rather than accelerate, the growth 
of costs, and improve, rather than harm, the overall quality of care—not least 
because of the extension of coverage to tens of millions of people whose insur-
ance is inadequate, episodic, or nonexistent. 

Yet advocates of fundamental change should be wary of the conceit that 
simply “getting the facts out” will spur a groundswell of public support for 
action or easily defuse the inevitable attacks on reform. Recent political science 
and behavioral psychology research suggests that when political appeals are 
highly emotional and personal—as, necessarily, are discussions of health care—
voters are swayed by their immediate “gut” responses as much as, if not more 
than, by cognitive evaluation of the competing merits of alternative positions.28 
This is certainly one reason why initially strong public support for the Clinton 
health plan eroded, as critics pilloried the plan, often deploying grossly exag-
gerated or inaccurate claims designed to produce visceral reactions. And it sug-
gests that reformers should be proactive in identifying and protecting the soft 
underbellies of their cause, as well as in thinking carefully about the nature of 
the public concerns to which they are responding.
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What Americans Think about Reform

Public opinion regarding health care is notoriously tricky to interpret. Most 
Americans, for example, express satisfaction with their personal health care even 
as they voice high levels of dissatisfaction with the American “health system” as 
a whole. (Similarly split responses can be seen in evaluations of public school 
teachers and public schools as a whole, and members of Congress and Congress 
as a whole.) Moreover, responses to health care questions, like responses to other 
survey questions, are highly influenced by question wording, and there are many 
badly worded questions asked about health policy. Thus, the result of any one 
survey should be viewed with considerable skepticism; the strongest judgments 
come from analysis of survey questions that have been asked repeatedly in the 
same basic way over a fairly lengthy period of time.

The response to these sorts of survey questions suggests four broad conclusions 
about the public’s views of health care reform and their evolution over time:

1. Health care is a leading concern of Americans, consistently at or near the 
top of private financial worries and less consistently but still quite frequently 
one of the major problems that Americans say face the nation. Public con-
cern about health care as a national political issue appears to track elite 
debate closely, but whether it drives or follows national discussions is not 
entirely clear. Health care tends to emerge as a leading issue among the 
public during periods of heightened economic distress. As it rises as a con-
cern, political efforts to address it amplify public identification of the issue 
as a major national priority, transforming private worries into a top-tier 
public issue.

2. Americans are generally supportive of covering the uninsured—even if doing 
so requires additional resources. Although survey questions on this topic that 
have been asked identically over time are less common than one might think, 
those repeated questions that do exist suggest that the level of support for 
government action to universalize coverage is roughly as high as it was in the 
early 1990s, with two-thirds of the public expressing approval. Support 
remains strong even when respondents are asked whether they would be will-
ing to pay more to cover everyone, and far exceeds support for extending the 
tax cuts of 2001 and 2003, among respondents of all partisan leanings.29 
Figures 1 and 2 summarize the responses to two relevant questions from the 
General Social Survey: “Should government spend more or less on health 
care, given spending more implies an increase in your taxes?” and “Is it the 
responsibility of government or people themselves to pay for doctor and 
hospital bills?” As can be seen, support for increased spending has risen 
fairly consistently since the mid-1980s. Support for government help with 
health care (as opposed to self-reliance) has fluctuated up and down but is 
higher now than at any point since the early 1970s, with the exception of the 
spike in support for government assistance in the years leading up to the 
debate over the Clinton health plan.
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3. Public support for government action is coupled with substantial skepticism 
about the capacity of government, particularly when it comes to safeguarding 
the quality of medical care. Public trust in government has plummeted in the 
last generation, reaching a post–World War II nadir in the 1990s, climbing in 
the wake of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, then falling again to 
1990s levels by 2007.30 Although supportive of government efforts to achieve 
universal coverage, most Americans express little confidence that govern-
ment action will reduce their own costs, and the plurality generally state that 
private insurance would provide better quality care than government insur-
ance. This makes it all the more remarkable how supportive of reform 
Americans are, but also suggests that public support is highly vulnerable to 
critics’ charge that government involvement will drive up costs and degrade 
the quality of care.

4. Americans do not have firm opinions regarding the competing reform 
options about which policy experts so strenuously argue. Given multiple 
choices, they almost always split relatively evenly among them, and support 
for different options varies greatly with question wording. Nonetheless, the 
strongest support can consistently be elicited for measures requiring employ-
ers to provide health insurance to their workers. American are more ambiva-
lent about both a national health program in which the federal government 
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Figure 1.  Should government spend more or less on health care?
Source: General Social Survey, Question 1180, “Should Government Spend More or Less on 
Healthcare, given spending more implies an increase in your taxes?”
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pays for care and measures to require individuals to purchase health insur-
ance on their own. Despite decades of rhetoric criticizing government price 
restrictions and suggesting that patients should be more exposed to health 
costs, Americans are supportive of government cost controls for prescription 
drugs and medical services, believe that doctors and hospitals should be 
limited from charging “too much,” and are wary of proposals that would 
increase out-of-pocket health spending.31

In all four of these areas, the relative stability of public opinion is more strik-
ing than its evolution. Recent public opinion on health care looks remarkably 
similar to the contours of opinion in the early 1990s, when health care reform 
emerged as a leading issue. Today, as then, support for major policy change is 
substantial—much higher than it is on many other issues where politicians have 
obliged by enacting legislative responses. Moreover, there is good reason to 
think that the dynamics of opinion are even more favorable for change today. 
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Figure 2.  Government helps pay for care or people help themselves?
Source: General Social Survey, Question 311, “In general, some people think that it is the respon-
sibility of the government in Washington to see to it that people have help in paying for doctors and 
hospital bills. Others think that these matters are not the responsibility of the federal government 
and that people should take care of these things themselves. Where would you place yourself on this 
scale, or haven’t you made up your mind on this?” Responses 1 and 2 on the five-point scale are 
coded as “government should help”; responses 4 and 5 as “people should help themselves.” “Agree 
with both,” and no answer excluded.
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The Clinton reform effort was launched amid a relatively conservative era in 
public opinion—a reality that became clearer when Republicans captured 
Congress in the wake of the Clinton health plan’s failure. Over the last five to 
seven years, however, indices of public opinion show a significant move in a 
more liberal and pro-Democratic direction.32 Americans are more likely to 
endorse a social safety net and express concern about rising economic inequal-
ity than they were when President George W. Bush took office, and much more 
likely to identify with the Democratic Party.

Strategic Shifts in Favor of Reform

But American politics is never simply about solving recognized problems, 
even when they affect a growing share of the middle class. The collapse of 
America’s rickety public-private system has been predicted many times, and 
each time it has continued to limp along, hemorrhaging dollars, enrollees, and 
good will, yet still maintaining crucial reservoirs of support. Ultimately, then, 
three developments at the level of political elites may prove even more pivotal 
in improving the prospects for change.

The first is that corporate America may well be ready, after years of a promised 
conversion, to acquiesce to major changes. Although many corporate leaders were 
favorable toward action in the early 1990s—at least until the Clinton plan came 
out, medical inflation abetted, and Republican leaders and health industry inter-
ests cross-pressured them—even more today seem to recognize that absent action, 
they will increasingly be caught between the rock of rising costs and the hard 
place of hurting their workers by dropping coverage or providing bare-bones 
plans. The last decade has seen large employers pull out every trick in their arsenal 
for controlling costs, to little avail. Now, the only surefire way to cut expenses is 
to trim coverage and shift risks onto workers, which is not just unpalatable, but 
also likely to stoke public interest in reform.

The cause of reform would be greatly advantaged by weakened business 
resistance, but this outcome is by no means foreordained. In the early 1990s, a 
number of large unionized employers vocally supported national action, but 
their voices were drowned out by the fierce attacks of small employers and the 
growing wariness of less cost-pressed employers and their national representa-
tive organizations. Moreover, the next big thing for employers seeking to control 
health costs may well be “consumer-directed health care,” and in particular the 
move toward “defined-contribution” health plans that cap employers’ obliga-
tions. Although the predicted mass movement in this direction has yet to mate-
rialize, surveys of corporations indicate that they believe that greatly increased 
cost sharing can control costs. As in the early 1990s, when employers opted for 
managed care as a putative private solution to runaway costs, reformers today 
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may well be in a race against time, seeking to promote a reform vision that will 
split or placate the business community before a widespread employer turn 
toward private-sector solutions.

The second important development is a subtle but promising shift in the 
stance of organized labor. In the early 1990s, leading unions were deeply split 
over the appropriate course on health care, and a substantial number still clung 
to the notion that generous union-negotiated benefits could be sustained against 
the tide of economic transformation and business resistance. Today, there is both 
greater boldness and greater pragmatism, born of realism about the health of 
employment-based benefits and of desperation about a shrinking membership. 
Labor leaders know their movement’s future rests on getting health care right, 
and that means moving beyond the current system.

The most visible figure in this shift is Andrew Stern, head of the Service 
Employees International Union (SEIU), as well as a leader of Change to Win—a 
coalition of unions that broke from the AFL-CIO in 2005. Stern is scathing in 
his denunciation of employment-based health insurance, which is particularly 
hard to secure for the nearly two million service workers SEIU represents (and 
even harder to secure for the unorganized service workers SEUI hopes to 
recruit). Yet Stern has proved willing to join with business leaders to call for 
intermediate steps toward universal insurance. The most notable alliance 
brought together Stern and the CEO of the union-disparaged retailer Wal-Mart, 
H. Lee Scott, who together vowed action on health care in the next five years. 
If history is any guide, these alliances are unlikely to last once the debate over 
reform heats up. But they are indicative of Stern’s willingness to join forces with 
business leaders when he believes it can advance the cause of action. “We’re 
way past the question, ‘Can an employer solve this problem?’” Stern said in 
2007. “We’re at a point where the country has to solve the problem.”33

The split within labor’s ranks, however, suggests the limits of unions’ influ-
ence. Once covering more than a third of the workforce, American unions now 
cover less than one-tenth of private-sector workers (and around one in eight 
workers overall). In terms of their ability to spend on political campaigns and 
lobbying efforts, unions pale in influence compared to the other major players 
in health care: insurers, pharmaceutical companies, and business. But organized 
labor has arguably become more politically and organizationally adept since the 
health reform debate of the early 1990s. As Stern’s leadership suggests, unions 
are less likely than they were in the past to worry about the effect of reform on 
negotiated private plans. And they clearly recognize that the next health reform 
debate may be their last real chance to free unions (and employers) from the 
heavy burden and constant struggle created by private health benefits for an 
aging unionized workforce.

This brings us to the final promising sign: the evolving strategies of advo-
cates of comprehensive reform, who have returned to their field of dreams with 
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greater sensitivity to some of the political risks they face—particularly the con-
cern of Americans that their current coverage, however substandard, will be hurt 
or taken away without something better taking its place.

New Debate, New Strategies

As the dismal failure of the Clinton health plan suggests, the two greatest 
barriers to reform are fear and financing—the fear that good employment-based 
coverage will be destroyed, and the substantial government financing (and 
taxes) that will be required to substitute public spending for the private spending 
that now runs through employers, largely in the hidden form of forgone cash 
wages. Although Americans are much more supportive of government action to 
fix health care than conventional wisdom suggests, the Achilles’ heel of reform 
is that most Americans do have some source of insurance most of the time. 
Against this backdrop, the easiest way to kill reform is to say, “Oh yes, I support 
change, but this change will destroy what you have, this change will make you 
pay more for less.”

As we have seen, Americans are much more receptive than the conventional 
wisdom suggests to an enlarged government role in health care, including new 
taxes to support it.34 But this is before the fear mongering has really begun. 
Expanding public coverage may be the most promising route to cost control, but 
public coverage requires money, and money requires taxes, and taxes are politi-
cally difficult to enact even under the best of circumstances—not least when 
they substitute for the much less visible drain on workers’ paychecks created by 
employment-based insurance.

To be sure, the share of Americans with secure employment-based insurance 
has declined rapidly in the last eight years. Meanwhile, the share who have insur-
ance but are spending a large share of their income on health care has increased 
rapidly. When added to the uninsured, these incompletely insured enrollees bring 
the ranks of those who would be clear, immediate winners under almost any 
comprehensive reform package to something on the order of 75 million adult 
Americans—a sizable chunk of the population.35 Unfortunately for reformers, 
however, these Americans are, in general, less likely to vote and more economi-
cally disadvantaged than those happy with their coverage. And on the other side 
of the ledger, the elderly (who enjoy Medicare coverage) and the six in ten work-
ers who are more or less satisfied with their employment-based benefits are 
unlikely to feel as deep a personal a stake in reform.36 The prospects for change 
therefore hinge on the mobilization of the anxious middle, people with insurance 
who are nonetheless “fairly” or “very” worried about losing it (probably around 
a quarter of the insured).37 It also depends on the formulation of policies and 
appeals that minimize the degree of risk perceived by those relatively happy with 
their present coverage yet generally supportive of action and potentially convin-
cible that reform will provide cost control and insurance security.
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Thus, when the rhetoric heats up, reformers will need to be able to fight fear 
with fear—the fear of government with the fear of losing private coverage, the fear 
of taxes with the fear of medical bankruptcy and debt. Reformers will also need 
to be able to fight fear with hope: with a clear, simple, and unthreatening vision 
that builds on what exists and meets public concerns head on—a vision that may 
lack the intellectual satisfaction of a fine-tuned policy blueprint, but which pro-
vides the political satisfaction of actually having a chance of passage.

There is some evidence that today’s reformers have taken this second lesson to 
heart (though simplicity and clarity still remain elusive). In announcing their reform 
intentions in 2007, all of the top-tier Democratic candidates for president—Senator 
Hillary Clinton, former Senator John Edwards, and Senator Barack Obama—
eschewed both a “Medicare-for-All” plan and an individualized approach in which 
Americans would be required to obtain coverage outside of employment with the 
help of government subsidies and purchasing pools. Instead, they embraced a messy 
mix of elements: (1) the creation of a new government insurance “menu” that would 
allow all Americans without workplace health insurance to choose among a range 
of regulated private health plans, as well as to enroll in a new public insurance plan 
modeled after Medicare; (2) a requirement that employers either provide coverage 
or pay a mandated contribution to help finance their workers’ coverage through this 
new government pool (aka “play-or-pay”); and (3) a requirement—initially, or even-
tually if necessary (Obama has said he wants to limit the mandate to children at 
first)—that all Americans show proof of coverage.

From a policy standpoint, this three-pronged approach lacks conceptual 
purity. But from a political standpoint, it has real virtues. For one, most workers 
who now enjoy good employer-provided insurance would continue, at least 
initially, to receive it at their place of work. For another, because employers 
would continue to play a major financing role, the federal costs and new taxes 
needed would be much lower than would be true under a Medicare-for-All plan 
or a universal individualized framework.

To provide a sense of these virtues, Lewin VHI recently estimated the impact 
of a health plan that I published in early 2007 with the support of the Economic 
Policy Institute, “Health Care for America.” The proposal—broadly similar to 
for Clinton’s, Edwards’, and Obama’s plans—requires employers to cover their 
workers or contribute 6 percent of payroll to the cost of workers’ coverage. 
Workers whose employers make the contribution will be enrolled in a Medicare-
like plan with generous benefits (they can, if desired, purchase regulated private 
insurance instead). The plan is not identical to Obama’s. It requires, for exam-
ple, that all Americans show proof of coverage when they file their taxes, it 
applies to all employers and the self-employed (Obama has said small busi-
nesses would be exempt from his play-or-pay requirement and has not clearly 
explained how he would provide coverage to the self-employed), and it spells 
out details on the employer contribution rate and level of benefits that Obama 
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has wisely left unclear. But it has essential similarities, and thus provides a use-
ful window into the potential effects of a plan based on a combination of 
employment-based insurance, a new public program (which Obama has strongly 
endorsed), and a national framework for choice among regulated private health 
plans.

What is distinctive about the Health Care for America plan—and the Obama 
plan—is the simultaneous commitment to maintaining employment-based insur-
ance in those sectors of the economy where it is generous and continues to be 
forthcoming and the emphasis on the need for an integrated public framework 
for those without secure employment-based coverage. Since most nonelderly 
Americans (some 95 percent) have either direct or family ties to the workforce 
over the course of the year, the effect of this approach is to ensure that nearly all 
Americans are signed up for either employment-based or privately sponsored 
coverage at their place of work.38 (The self-employed could purchase qualified 
coverage on their own, or sign up for national coverage by making the payroll-
based contribution plus additional income-related premiums required of all those 
who enroll through the public framework.) Nonworkers would be covered through 
a variety of means, including automatic enrollment through public assistance 
programs and unemployment insurance, and automatic sign-up for coverage 
when seeking hospital care without insurance.

Once in the national framework, enrollees would have a choice of a public plan 
covering a broad range of benefits and providing free choice of physicians—the 
default option—or a range of private HMO-style plans that contract with the fed-
eral government, much as private plans contract with Medicare today. The plans 
would be paid an amount designed to equal what the public insurance program 
would have paid on behalf of the enrollee, given demographics and health status, 
had he or she stayed in public coverage. Enrollees could be asked to pay addi-
tional premiums for private coverage, but the premiums for the public plan would 
be fixed in law and vary from no premium for families below 200 percent of the 
federal poverty line (besides the 6 percent paid by employers on workers’ behalf) 
to $200 a month for family coverage above 400 percent of the poverty line. Private 
plans would be subject to strict regulations on marketing, enrollment, and benefit 
design that would reduce their ability to screen out less healthy enrollees.

According to Lewin VHI’s estimates, the proposal would cover all but a tiny 
sliver of the population younger than sixty-five—about half through the new 
federal system of public and private plans and half through employers. Yet it 
would actually reduce national health spending, cost the federal government a 
relatively modest $50 billion a year (after taking into account the employer con-
tributions, enrollee premiums, and savings elsewhere in the budget), and save 
states and employers substantial money. The reason the plan is projected to cover 
everyone without driving up costs is that it capitalizes on Medicare’s lower serv-
ice prices, streamlined administration, and ability to get a better deal on drugs. 
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Over time, moreover, this approach would dramatically reduce medical inflation, 
as public insurance used its enhanced bargaining power to hold down costs.39

Although $50 billion may sound like a huge sum, it is actually a small price 
tag for universal coverage—and could be easily financed through a combination 
of short-term deficits, dedicated taxes (such as alcohol or tobacco levies), adjust-
ments elsewhere in the budget (for example, bringing into Medicare uncovered 
federal workers, most of whom receive Medicare anyway), an increase in the top 
federal income tax rate, and other similar revenue-raising measures.

Finally, the Health Care for America proposal embodies a means of gradually 
moving away from America’s embattled employment-based structure. If, as 
most expect, public insurance proved capable of controlling costs better than 
employment-based plans (or if employers simply continue to retreat from 
coverage), then the public plan would over time come to enroll a larger share of 
Americans—without the massive disruption entailed by an overnight transfor-
mation. This is not an incidental feature of Health Care for America and 
proposals like it; it is the core of their strategy for gradually moving away from 
America’s embedded and fragmented employment-based structure.

But finding a policy design that will minimize public fears is, of course, only 
part of the battle. The bigger challenge is to build a coalition that can engage 
Americans constructively in the struggle while pressing their leaders to act. And 
that means coming to grips with the transformed political realities that stymied 
the Clinton plan.

The New World of American Politics

Largely unbeknownst to those who waged battle over President Clinton’s 
proposal, the battle occurred amid—and, indeed, helped complete—a transition 
between two very different worlds of American politics. 

The first world, already crumbling in the years leading up to Clinton’s election, 
was one based on bipartisan compromise, often behind closed doors. It rested on 
the continuing sway of moderates, who in an era of divided government usually 
held the cards in high-stakes political fights. It was premised on some degree of 
insulation of the legislative process from special-interest arm twisting and party 
strong-arming. And it required a broadly competitive electoral environment—the 
myriad fierce campaign fights every two years that ensured, as Reagan-era House 
Speaker Tip O’Neill famously put it, that “all politics is local.”40

That world is gone, and it will not be returning soon. Congressional moderates 
are vanishing, campaign money and corporate lobbying hold greatly increased 
sway, and party leaders wield vastly more power than they did a generation ago. 
Even with the shift of Congress to the Democrats, competitive election contests 
remain few and far between. The result is greater party polarization—something 
long prized by political scientists enamored of parliamentary systems—but with-
out the consistent electoral discipline that ensures that these polarized parties 
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are accountable to middle-of-the-road voters. In Congress, the two parties are 
farther apart today than at any point in the last generation, mostly because of the 
movement of the Republican Party to the right since the 1970s. The motto of 
this new world was best summed up by Texas Republican Dick Armey, who 
helped lead the charge against the Clinton plan and then became House Majority 
Leader: “The first rule of politics is: Never offend your base.”41

This motto played out vividly in 2008’s campaign-driven health care debates. 
During the primary campaign, all the leading GOP contenders for president explic-
itly rejected large-scale reforms—and in particular any coverage requirement—even 
as all the leading Democratic candidates endorsed such changes. Even the AMA’s 
evocative 1950s phrase “socialized medicine,” which many thought had met its 
match when Medicare proved a popular success, returned to the heart of GOP 
rhetoric. Republicans from President Bush on down used the slogan in denouncing 
Democrats’ attempts to expand publicly funded coverage for children through the 
State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP). Meanwhile, in late 2007, GOP 
presidential contenders Rudy Giuliani and Mitt Romney lambasted the relatively 
cautious health proposals touted by the leading Democratic candidates as emulating 
“the socialist solution they have in Europe” (Giuliani) with the goal of imposing “a 
European-style socialized medicine plan” (Romney).

Indeed, many Republicans, including the GOP nominee John McCain, 
embraced a set of ideas barely discussed in the early 1990s and diametrically 
opposed to leading Democratic plans—major tax changes to promote individu-
ally purchased insurance and Health Savings Accounts. These initiatives are 
grounded in the notion that people should deal with health costs largely on their 
own, rather than as participants in larger pools of risk. Thus, workers should set 
aside their own money in IRA-style Health Savings Accounts to pay routine 
medical expenses, and employment-based insurance should enjoy no tax advan-
tages over coverage that workers buy individually. Republicans have long argued 
for private health insurance as an alternative to public protections. But the GOP 
turn toward individual insurance is relatively recent, dating to the debate over 
the Clinton health plan in the early 1990s. This new insistence that broad risk 
pooling is a threat to a flexible economy, may well represent the greatest bar-
rier to Democratic reform plans today.

More than any other single feature in the reform debate, these competing pre-
scriptions indicate that the ground for bipartisan compromise is even more 
limited than it was in the early 1990s. Old-style Republicans willing to meet 
Democrats halfway, or even further, down the road of social reform are all but 
extinct, and even fairly moderate Republicans, such as McCain, feel cross-
pressured by economic conservatives in the party to argue against an enlarged 
government role in pooling risk. In 1992, President George H. W. Bush put forth 
a substantial reform plan in response to the growing pressure for action. During 
the run-up to the 2008 election, no one had any expectation that President 
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George W. Bush—whose major health policy move in 2007 was his successive 
vetoing of congressional Democrats’ attempts to expand SCHIP—would do the 
same.

Back in 1993 and 1994, the Clinton health policy team seemed flummoxed 
by the shifting sands they stepped onto. Torn between the old politics and the 
new, they embraced a cause that cheered the Democratic base, then adopted a 
proposal that alienated much of it; packed their proposal with special favors for 
organized labor, then campaigned against organized labor to create NAFTA; 
expected liberal committee chairs to play their game even as they made clear 
that congressional moderates were their lodestar. Behind the back-and-forth 
darting was the assumption that, at some point, somehow, a bipartisan deal 
would be forged in the back room, as it has been on tax reform in 1986 and 
Social Security in 1983. But the political preconditions for such a bargain were 
gone—swept away by growing partisan warfare.

This time, it is clear that the fight will take place on the scorched earth left 
by these battles. And this means that the fight will require updated strategies: 
greater willingness to compromise on means yet greater clarity on ends, an 
attention to coalition building from the very beginning, and hard thinking about 
procedural reforms that could reduce minority obstruction, including the threat of 
a Senate filibuster—the major barrier to change within Congress, now that the 
filibuster has become an all-purpose tool of minority party obstruction. It will 
also require serious efforts to bring on board committed reformers who support 
a universal Medicare plan, and to provide them with the guarantees and argu-
ments they need to embrace a less inspiring but more politically palatable 
approach. Here, a true commitment to a public insurance option, offered on a 
level playing field with regulated private plans, could prove crucial.

Given all this, universal health insurance looks likely to happen in the near 
term—or rather more likely to happen, since the odds are long regardless—only 
if a Democrat occupies the White House. But even if a Democrat were to 
occupy the Oval Office and Democrats augmented their standing in Congress in 
2008, as most political analysts expect, there remains the difficult task of build-
ing a reform coalition in Congress and beyond. In 1993, President Bill Clinton 
pursued a strategy that ended up alienating both congressional liberals and con-
gressional conservatives. In 2009, any Democratic president will have to do 
better to have any chance of success.

The main challenge is not to develop an even more detailed health plan, 
which could and should be left to Congress. In 1993, in part because President 
Clinton received advice to this effect from congressional Democratic leaders, 
the Clinton administration set up a massive internal process to refine the plan 
that had been decided upon during the campaign, a process that took up valuable 
time and short-circuited congressional and interest-group bargaining. Decades 
of research on presidential power suggest the limits of presidential policy fine-
tuning in the domestic arena. Whatever Democratic leaders say, a new 
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Democratic president should follow the path that President Bush successfully 
blazed on tax cuts in 2001: Develop the broad outlines, then leave it to Congress 
to broker the deals. But the challenge will still be enormous to bring advocates 
of action together around a reform vision that can attract moderate backing, and 
then to cross-pressure those moderates by mobilizing the support of the public 
and important allied groups.

In doing this, time is of the essence. Whether the vaunted presidential “hon-
eymoon” reflects heightened willingness to go along with the president in the 
immediate aftermath of an inauguration, or simply the clearing away of a legis-
lative backlog by a new configuration of congressional and presidential prefer-
ences, the implication is the same: Act fast. Major legislation usually occurs in 
the first two years of a president’s term, and the first—before the congressional 
election season begins—is ususally the most auspicious.42 Presidential priorities 
during this short window of opportunity must be highly focused, at least with 
regard to actions that require congressional approval. Clinton diffused the 
impact of his commitment to health reform by pursuing a stimulus package, 
comprehensive budget overhaul (including a highly controversial tax increase), 
and the passage of NAFTA before even bringing forward legislation. Obama has 
said that on health care, he will not make the same mistake, insisting, “We need 
a bill . . . by March or April to get going before the political season sets in.”

In moving quickly, the congressional budget process, a legacy of institutional 
reforms in the 1970s, is central to reform—in two distinct respects. First, it is the 
main institutional means for fast-tracking legislation in America’s convoluted 
legislative process. (Items in the budget are not subject to a Senate filibuster, 
which requires a three-fifths margin to overcome.) Because of the budget’s spe-
cial status, elaborate procedural rules govern what can and cannot be done within 
its confines. Clinton was stymied by these rules in the early 1990s, when his 
Senate allies were rebuffed in their attempt to argue that health reform could be 
enacted as part of the budget. But Clinton never pressed the case strenuously, in 
part because there was no legislation yet ready. Whoever is in the White House 
in 2009 will need to treat the budget as the key vehicle for reform.

Here the second central aspect of the budget process comes in. After taking 
Congress in 2006, Democrats committed themselves to tighter rules on taxes and 
spending—the same sort of rules that posed problems for Clinton in the early 
1990s, pushing him to make his health plan increasingly bureaucratic and regula-
tory to restrain projected federal spending. These rules, known as “paygo,” essen-
tially require that new initiatives be fully funded, and whether they are so funded 
is a judgment made by the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office (CBO). The 
CBO will thus be a crucial arbiter in the coming debate, a role that its head Peter 
Orszag has already started to play by simultaneously announcing his doubts about 
the ability of health information technology to reap large savings and his belief in 
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the budgetary necessity of action. Come 2009, reformers may well find them-
selves forced to decide whether to rescale their ambitions to accommodate the 
skeptical budgetary stance of the CBO, to come up with additional financing, or 
to abandon the paygo rules altogether—tough choices each unpalatable in its own 
way.

Such procedural aggression may seem at odds with the stated commitment of 
Democrats to reverse the centralization of majority power in the House (and, to a 
lesser degree, the Senate). But the “parliamentarization” of Congress is now deeply 
embedded, and when unified, Democrats have proven capable and willing to use 
the formidable tools at the majority party’s disposal—from closed rules that pre-
vent amendments to suspension of the paygo rules to stacked conference commit-
tees reconciling House and Senate bills in a Democratic-favored direction.43

The more difficult issue is whether Democratic unity—always rarer and less 
robust than on the other side of the aisle—will emerge. Although conserva-
tive “blue dog” Democrats have become more of a force within the party since 
the Democratic victories in Republican-leaning districts in the 2006 midterm, 
conservative Democrats are still few and far between compared with the early 
1990s, when they represented a large and obstreperous faction with which 
Clinton repeatedly sparred. Nancy Pelosi took the gavel in 2007 not only as the 
first female House Speaker, but as the first Speaker in more than fifty years to 
preside over a majority with a minority of Southern seats.44 If an Obama presi-
dency emerges out of a large popular vote plausibly linked to concerns over 
health and economic security, with positive coattail effects in congressional 
races, Democrats will be in a position they have not held in the post-Gingrich 
parliamentary era to assert their combined power. And yet it remains true that 
after two years of stumbling Democratic leadership, there is only limited and 
intermittent evidence that the congressional leadership will seize this opportunity 
if it arises.

Alongside the looming obstacles, there are promising signs for change. 
Galvanized by the Bush presidency and linked by the Internet, progressive activ-
ists have gained some of the passion and grassroots power that was once seen 
only on the conservative side. Organized labor is displaying both greater bold-
ness and greater pragmatism. Although small-business lobbying against any 
reform proposal is likely to be intense, there may be room to run with key seg-
ments of the big-business community, as corporate leaders increasingly realize 
they are caught between the rock of rising costs and the hard place of hurting 
workers. And workers clearly are hurting, as medical costs escalate and private 
insurance declines.

The great unanswered question is whether a public disillusioned about poli-
tics can be brought to kindle some faith in their leaders and their government. 
Americans say they believe in government action to universalize health insur-
ance.45 They say they want reform to be a top priority. Similar sentiments helped 
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bring health care to the top of the agenda in the early 1990s, and reformers are 
on the verge of having their moment in the sun again. With the lessons of the 
past in mind, and fortune on their side, perhaps they can finally seize it.
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